The View from the Horizon is the first attempt to link the work of the artist Timothy Drever with the writings of his alter ego Tim Robinson. Drever’s abstract paintings and environmental installations were seen in several exhibitions in London before he moved to the west of Ireland in 1972. Since then, Robinson’s maps of the Aran islands, the Burren and Connemara, and his books on the experience of those landscapes, have acquired a devoted readership.

Recently, Robinson had occasion to reconsider some Drever constructions dating from just before his disappearance from the London art scene, and recognised in them an abstract foretelling of a suite of images implicit in the later maps and writings. Hence this anxious exploration of the necessity and apparent impossibility of stepping free of one’s personal network of metaphors. This is a beautifully produced book, printed in a limited edition of just 1000 copies.
Horizon View is a painting in the Guertena Art Gallery in the game Ib. A man stands directly in front of it, commenting how the more he looks, the deeper he sees it is. Ib will be able to read the title herself after the visitors vanish from the gallery. In the Guertena Art Gallery, the painting is located on the upper-right room of the first floor. In the True Guertena Exhibit, the painting is located between Beach Isolation and Glass of Antipodes in the northwest corner of the Main Gallery’s Horizon Views, showing the stars above the horizon as seen from a specified observing site at a given date and time. The viewing direction (azimuth) may be set to cardinal points on the compass or arbitrarily by entering a value in degrees. To make a horizon view, enter the latitude and longitude of your observing site in the boxes below (be sure to check the correct North/South and East/West settings), select the direction in which you wish to view the horizon, then press the Make Horizon View button below the form. Your Sky will deliver a map showing the view toward the horizon in the